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The US self-identifies as the land of opportunity. People want and expect to work for that opportunity and for most people, that will mean getting a job. In 2020, 84% of adults between the ages of 25 and 54 participated in the labor market. Wage and salary earnings constitute the primary source of income for the overwhelming majority of US households. But work, of course, is about more than income. In our view, a quality job should provide three things at a minimum: economic sustainability, opportunity, and dignity. That is, to be considered a quality job, a job should provide a level of compensation – package of wages and benefits – that allows a person to maintain a dignified standard of living in their community. Quality jobs also provide the opportunity, although not a guarantee, that one can develop skills, build wealth, and advance economically. And critically, quality jobs are ones in which a person is treated with dignity and respect for the work that they do. The workplace fosters equity and workers are not treated differently due to their race, gender, ethnicity, religion or other difference and people have agency to raise concerns about their workplace and contribute to making their jobs better.

While all these job features are important, we have the best data on earnings. And on this front, the news has generally not been very good over the past several decades – with earnings flatlining or declining – even as the economy continued to grow. Indeed, prior to the pandemic, 1 in 5 workers were eligible for the Earned Income Tax Credit,
which means their jobs yielded an earnings level insufficient to meet the basic needs of their household. More recently, Oxfam America estimated that almost one-third of the workforce, or 52 million workers – a disproportionate number of whom are women and people of color – make less than $15 an hour. These jobs are not just low paying, but are also frequently associated with other job quality issues such as unpredictable schedules and a lack of paid time off. Many of these jobs are characterized by mundane and uninteresting work with little opportunity for learning or advancement. Workers’ skills or abilities are often unjustly blamed for low-quality jobs, especially when the jobs are held by women and workers of color. But low quality jobs are not caused by workers, and they are not an accident.

Low-quality jobs reflect the choices businesses and employers, the government, and we as a society have made about how we design work. Different choices can be made. Research shows that when we do choose differently, good job design can create a number of positive outcomes for workers such as better health, and for businesses, including low employee turnover and higher worker productivity. However, those decisions do not fall on employers and businesses alone. Government not only sets the basic rules for work that provides a floor for job design, it also directly employs millions of people and indirectly affects the job design of millions of more through contracting and purchasing. Through their investments, philanthropic institutions also have a role to play. And labor unions, workforce development, and economic development organizations that partner with employers certainly have an ability to influence job design. Technological change, work-based learning, and strategies that promote employee ownership offer new opportunities for all of these stakeholders to rethink job design, even as we struggle to put behind us archaic approaches that see workers as little more than cogs in the machine.

A Brief History of Job Design

The field of job design traces back to the 18th century and the Industrial Revolution, when the development of factories and other larger worksites created a need to better organize work. Job design was traditionally considered as the collection of tasks that made up a person’s work, without much thought given to how the work affected workers’ well-being. Initial theories, such as Adam Smith’s division of labor concept, proposed that work be broken down into small and simple tasks to improve worker efficiency and productivity. Over time, others expanded upon this theory, positing that job simplification would create jobs that required less skills and, therefore, less pay. Frederick Taylor built on the job simplification theory to include elements that exerted greater control over how employees did the work and how fast they did it. In some respects, these ideas culminated in the advent of the assembly line. Though the assembly line achieved what it promised in terms of efficiency, American workers entered an era of discontent and worker strikes swept the nation. Research showed
workers were not only dissatisfied with this approach to job simplification, but their mental health was also suffering.\(^7\)

In response to the discontent with the Taylorist system, the human relations movement emerged and began to consider how job design affected workers’ satisfaction and well-being. Beginning in the 1920s, job design researchers found that simply listening to workers’ opinions about their jobs and working conditions increased worker productivity, and that, unsurprisingly, workers’ attitudes about their jobs affected their behavior. Research continued to expand on how job design affected worker motivations and psychological needs through the 1960s when more attention was placed on how supervision and worker autonomy affected job satisfaction. A growing awareness continued to emerge that jobs could be designed in ways that increased motivation and satisfaction. This awareness helped set the stage for the development of the Job Characteristics Theory in the 1970s. The model, which is still embraced and used today, proposes that worker autonomy, feedback, the significance of one’s work, the ability to use a variety of skills and talents, and the ability to be involved in completing a visible work product from start to finish (rather than just one part of it), increases worker motivation, satisfaction, and performance.\(^8\)

Even as the research in job design evolved in the mid-1900s, many firms held onto the premises of Taylorism, designing jobs with little consideration of its impacts on workers or their well-being or job satisfaction. Other firms, however, began to look at structuring work in a different way, based on a view that a company could engage its workers and develop their abilities to help drive business performance. In the 1970s and 1980s, Toyota and other firms in Japan drew attention for the job design and continuous improvement practices that had helped these firms begin to outperform their US counterparts. The practices, sometimes referred to as the “Toyota model,” organized frontline workers into teams, involved them in decision making and job design, and made their skills development a priority.\(^9\)

US companies continued to lose ground in the 1970s and 1980s due to increased global competition and their own internal struggles with low productivity, worker turnover, and recruitment. These pressures brought forth a growing recognition of the “Toyota model” and that workers and the structure and organization of their jobs could be integral to a company’s competitive advantage. Job design practices from Japan began to take root in the US, helping give birth to the High Performance Work Organization (HPWO).\(^10\) Similar to the practices used by Toyota, HPWO firms place an emphasis on engaging frontline workers in decisions, providing them autonomy to do their jobs effectively, ensuring effective workplace communication and information sharing, and developing workers’ skills. Job security and financial incentives such as profit sharing for workers are also often key elements of HPWO.\(^11\)

Research into HPWO has been associated with a number of positive benefits for workers and firms\(^12\) and continues to be a part of an ever-growing body of research into
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Job design that looks at how a range of factors from pay to workplace culture can create quality, dignified work for employees while also helping drive positive business outcomes. Research on effective job design has substantially advanced understanding of how these practices can drive positive business performance as well as improve worker understanding, but widespread adoption of strategies such as HPWO and other promising job design strategies that help promote job quality and advance business performance nonetheless remains slow.

Job Design and Worker Experiences Today

High road employers that design high-quality jobs remain exceptions rather than the rule today, leaving too many workers without decent work. Some jobs, such as poultry processing where workers stand in an assembly line processing up to 140 birds per minute, or 14,000 per day, remain premised on the division of labor and Taylor’s scientific management concepts from more than 100 years ago, ignoring the human costs such methods can have when not mitigated through other design factors. Research shows poultry workers, who are more likely to be immigrants and people of color, suffer injuries such as amputations and experience depression at much higher rates than other workers. These are the same type of negative worker outcomes that researchers found in the early 20th century.

Our job design choices are influenced by a number of factors. Shareholder capitalism and the relentless pursuit of maximizing profits is certainly a factor. The choices we make in public policy on issues such as the minimum wage, health care, sick leave, worker safety, discrimination, and even who is classified as an employee also affect how businesses and employers design jobs. And research also shows that different cultures approach work design differently. For example, employers in Anglo-Saxon countries with more deregulated labor markets that make it easier to hire and fire people tend to employ higher numbers of managers and use more management and control practices in response to work environments that foster less trust, loyalty, and commitment. These practices come at the cost of innovation, productivity, and organizational learning.

The design of low-quality jobs is also fueled by systemic racism and sexism. These jobs reflect societal choices that devalue the work of women and people of color, in particular. The more women or people of color in an occupation, the less it pays. White men hold a majority of the jobs for each of the top 10 paying occupations while the 10 lowest-paying jobs are held predominantly by women and people of color. Even as women overcome discrimination and enter higher-paying jobs, pay for those jobs decreases too. A large longitudinal study shows that as a large number of women move into an occupation over time, the pay for that work decreases. For example, as women began to hold more positions as biologists, pay for the occupation fell nearly 20%.
Only 44% of workers in the US believed that they had a good job in 2020. Workers with lower incomes were less likely to report having a good job. Workers rated stable and predictable pay, job security, purpose and dignity in their work, enjoying their day-to-day work, and the health and safety of the work as the top five most important characteristics of their job. Workers’ satisfaction with their job is a strong predictor of how they perceive their quality of life too—even more than income. Other research from Gallup showed that almost 80% of workers who said they had a good job rated their quality of life as high compared to only 32% of those who reported being in a bad job.

As in the late 1800s and early 1900s, a new era of worker discontent is leading to an increase in worker strikes and organizing. Workers are also leaving the jobs they are dissatisfied with and finding better jobs elsewhere in what has been dubbed The Great Reshuffle. Industries such as retail, fast food, and hospitality—where job quality is notoriously low—have some of the highest attrition rates. We are just beginning to understand exactly what is driving workers to quit, but researchers at MIT found issues such as failure to advance diversity, equity, and inclusion; job insecurity; a lack of respect for workers and inadequate recognition; and poor employer responses to COVID-19 were predictors of employee turnover. Additional research has shown that some workers commonly changed employment because of unpredictable work schedules, because they found opportunities to upskill for new careers and jobs, or they decided to prioritize their own health and well-being. Regardless of reason, many workers are clearly beginning to demand jobs that are designed with their interests and needs in mind.

**Good Job Design Benefits Businesses and Workers**

Over the last few decades, staff at the Aspen Institute’s Economic Opportunities Program (EOP) have done a lot of thinking and exploration on what a good job is, particularly in the wake of the Great Recession, as the decline in job quality and the economic security of workers and families accelerated. We’ve seen time and again how businesses and workers benefit when employers make the choice to pay their workers a decent wage and offer benefits, invest in their training and development, and foster a culture of respect and worker agency. Research demonstrates that a job that is well-designed contributes to greater company efficiency and high work quality, as well as job satisfaction, retention, and lower employee turnover.

EOP’s Good Companies/Good Jobs initiative, a legacy program from the Hitachi Foundation that also has work housed within the MIT Sloan School of Management, has documented and promoted strategies that simultaneously produce outstanding outcomes for their businesses and their frontline workers. The initiative has lifted up examples of high road companies that achieve these dual levels of success—companies such as **Sunrise Treatment Center**, an addiction treatment center in Appalachia, and
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Optimax, a manufacturer of precision optical components in Rochester, New York. By providing higher than average industry pay, comprehensive benefits, and a supportive work culture, Sunrise Treatment has achieved a remarkably high employee three-year retention rate of 70% while growing the business significantly and maintaining a high standard of care. Optimax, which is an employee-owned company that shares profits with its workers, has also achieved considerable growth in recent years, driven in part by a culture that values employee input and development.

Another example from EOP’s work demonstrating the effects of good job design is a formative evaluation of a new approach to job design by the Illinois Manufacturing Excellence Center (IMEC). IMEC, a federally funded Manufacturing Extension Partnership in the Chicago area, helped small- and mid-sized manufacturing companies improve job quality by integrating human capital development strategies promoting worker engagement, stability, and productivity with product- and process-improvement strategies. Businesses that participated in the pilot increased sales, reduced costs, and decreased staff turnover while workers saw their wages rise and retention increase.26

Recently, we’ve had the privilege to learn from and collaborate with other firms thinking about job design and job quality. Our colleagues at the National Fund for Workforce Solutions and Workforce & Organizational Research Center (WORC) have developed job quality outcome maps that illustrate the design choices businesses face and results they can achieve when jobs are designed with worker well-being in mind, as well as a job design framework that outlines four basic pillars of job design. Our partners at IDEO have also pioneered work in job design through the Worker Voice Design Lab, in which they partnered with employers to implement practices that centered workers’ voices, experiences, and expertise to help develop and implement new technologies in the workplace.

Research on job design and our conversations with business leaders, labor organizers, economic and workforce development practitioners, academics, and government and philanthropic leaders have highlighted a vast array of issues that warrant further discussion and exploration as we work to advance the design of good jobs. Three job design issues that we will be focusing on in the coming months include the role and promise of technology, work-based learning, and employee ownership.

Technology’s Influence on Job Design

Technological change is an increasingly important consideration for job design. In the last decade, fears of widespread job loss due to automation have grown. The narrative that robots are coming for our jobs is not new. Fears of technology and job loss can be traced back more than 100 years, and there are certainly many examples of occupations disappearing or changing dramatically as a result of technological development. The dominant narrative around job loss, however, masks a more
nuanced reality about the multitude of ways technology can influence work and job quality.

Technology has the potential to positively or negatively affect job creation, wages, safety, and worker engagement. For example, workers may benefit from higher wages if different or higher skills are needed because of new technology in the workplace.\textsuperscript{14} Research shows workers in manufacturing firms with robots are more likely to offer their production workers higher wages than those without robots, for instance.\textsuperscript{27} Of course, new technology obviously does not guarantee workers will receive higher wages. The choices we make about how technology is utilized in the workplace and how workers are involved in those decisions is a big driver of these outcomes. Job design, which has historically situated technology as a tool for problem solving and worker productivity,\textsuperscript{5} provides us a useful frame for examining how technology can be adapted in ways that support businesses and workers. These issues are certainly complex, and what works in some sectors may not in others. We look forward to examining this topic more closely with our colleagues.

**Work-Based Learning and Job Design**

The role of technology in job design intersects with another job design choice – how do employers offer skills development and training in the workplace? Rapid changes in technology are resulting in an increasing need to improve workers’ digital skills. Workers’ skills development is not only a consideration for business performance and success, but also an important element that workers want in a job – the opportunity to learn, grow, and advance. Unfortunately, many workers – including the frontline workers who often need training the most – are not receiving that opportunity. Researchers at MIT found only half of workers received any employer-sponsored training in the last 12 months. People of color, temporary or contract workers, and those with lower levels of education are less likely to have access to skills development in the workplace.\textsuperscript{28} The University of Phoenix’s Career Optimism Index found 52% of workers believe they need to increase their skills in the next year to continue their job. Forty percent are worried their skills will not keep pace with advancements in technology, but almost a third of workers are not confident about upskilling opportunities in their current job.\textsuperscript{29}

Work-based learning models such as apprenticeship can offer workers the opportunity to earn and learn at the same time. Employers are able to build a workforce with the specific skill sets and competencies they need for their business. Cross-training and job rotation are also promising practices in job design that can promote innovation\textsuperscript{30} and numerous other benefits for workers and employers. However, all of these work-based learning approaches are dependent on good design.
Employee Ownership as a Job Design Choice

In addition to employee training and development, employers and businesses have a number of other pathways to designing jobs that more meaningfully engage and empower workers while also improving business performance. Employee ownership, including Employee Stock Ownership Programs (ESOPs) and worker-owned cooperatives models, offer one such pathway. An abundance of research, which we summarized here with our colleagues at Rutgers University, shows workers in employee-owned firms have higher retirement accounts and equal or better pay, benefits, and job stability than their peers. Additional work we co-authored with our colleagues at Rutgers and the Democracy at Work Initiative shows employee ownership can be a tool to address racial and gender wealth inequality. Businesses also benefit from employee ownership through higher productivity and more resiliency. Giving employees a stake in the business also helps create a more positive workplace culture where employees feel happier and are more likely to stay long term.

How firms share profits with their employees, however, is just one design choice firms make when they implement employee ownership. Other job design choices can strengthen employee engagement and provide workers with a stronger connection to the success of their firm. When designed well, employee-owned firms advance a culture of ownership. In fact, research shows that most employee-owned firms do foster this type of culture, as employee-owned companies are more likely to involve workers in decision making and allow for opportunities to provide input.

In worker-owned cooperatives, workers own and control the business and commonly participate in the management of the business using democratic practices. To support this level of participation, the business may train workers on techniques such as open book management to help them participate in financial and operational decisions. Many ESOPs also focus on developing ownership culture by giving employees more information, greater control of their work, and some involvement or influence in the businesses operations and decision making. The combination of employee ownership and a culture that listens to and involves workers in decisions, and has other fair labor practices such as good wages, drives the success of many employee-owned firms. Though employee ownership is not applicable or suitable to all contexts, the opportunities and lessons it offers for improving job design and job quality are certainly worthy of additional exploration and conversation.

Continuing the Conversation on Job Design

Taken at face value, designing good jobs might seem relatively straightforward. Provide interesting and engaging work, pay workers well and provide benefits, offer opportunities to advance and grow, and allow workers to have a say in shaping their work and workplace. But, as we’ve discussed, there is much more embedded in job
design that takes commitment, resources, and planning – and it’s not just the responsibility of employers and businesses. As we work collectively to create better jobs, we need a better understanding of job design. What are the key drivers of job design? What incentivizes and inhibits businesses in designing good jobs? What can government, philanthropy, and other partners in the fields of workforce and economic development do to support businesses and employers in job design? How do we respond to technological change and the need for many workers to have better access to skills development in the workplace? How can better job design address race and gender inequities? And where can we find more opportunities to design jobs that give employees a stronger stake in the success of their firm through approaches such as employee ownership? We look forward to continuing to explore these questions in the months ahead and invite you to join us on that journey.

As part of our work on job design, we’ll be hosting a few conversations in the second half of 2022 in a mini-series, *Quality Jobs Are a Choice: Why We Need to Think About Job Design*, as part of our *Opportunity in America* discussion series. We look forward to seeing you there.
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